Shingelani Safaris
Terms & Conditions
INCLUDED IN DAILY RATES:










The collecting of CLIENT from OR THAMBO INTERNATIONAL Airport
Road transport to the Hunting Concession (BW1 – BW5)
Full-time appointed Professional Hunter with his own 4x4 vehicle per CLIENT
Full accommodation with all services included
Kitchen with full-time catering staff preparing your meals meeting your dietary needs
All water and soft drinks are included
Trackers, skinners, camp staff
Field preparation of trophies, delivered to one of our local taxidermists
Road transport back to OR THAMBO INTERNATIONAL Airport

EXCLUDED FROM DAILY RATES











All trophy fees as per agreement, applicable pricelist
Any licences fees in addition to trophy fees where applicable
Taxidermist costs. Packing, dipping and shipping of trophies to final destination. We will let
the CLIENT deal directly with our Taxidermist
Any baiting required during a hunt, if required.
Any additional rental of vehicles to meet the Client’s transport arrangements other than our
own 4x4 vehicle, Colt Double Cab will be for the Client’s expense
Firearm rental, if required at $ 45.00 per day, plus the ammunition costs of that calibre.
Ammunition costs of the taking down of dangerous game by Professional Hunter,
protecting his CLIENT if needed. Back-up rifle .500 NE double.
Any animal hunted and not exported is subject to Government Value Added Tax of 14%
which will be levied on any animal hunted and lost or not exported.
Camera man capturing the CLIENTS safari
Hunting Safari Insurance for duration of Safari inclusive of travel insurance, personal
insurance loss of personal items insurance and any other insurance deemed necessary by
client.

RESERVATIONS
Reservations are only confirmed once the 50% deposit is paid by the CLIENT by the agreed
due date. The preferred dates will be checked against available dates with our Safari
Business and might have to be adjusted to suit - in which case the dates will be finalized with
the CLIENT in advance to make the required travel arrangements.
DEPOSITS
A deposit of 50% of the daily rates for the safari is required. Where certain of the Dangerous
Game have been chosen for the hunt on the specific safari, we might require a 50% deposit
on those animals in addition to the 50% deposit on the daily rates. We have quotas on our
dangerous game and therefore have to reserve the trophies well in advance for our Client’s
by virtue of the 50% trophy deposit.

CANCELLATION
Any CLIENT has to make his request for cancellation of safari for the specific year in writing.
No request for cancellation will be considered within 180 days from starting date of safari. The
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acceptance thereof will be determined by Shingelani Safaris. We will then reschedule the
Client’s safari in the following year with provisional dates given to the CLIENT well in
advance. If a CLIENT for reasons cannot fulfil his contractual obligation towards the
partnership in the year he booked and cancels his safari 180 days prior to starting date he will
lose his deposit on the following where applicable:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Deposit on Dangerous or Scarce Species booked and paid
Deposit on Daily Rates paid
Deposits paid in respect to baiting
Licence fees paid
All trophy fees for animals allocated to CLIENT, as they cannot be resold to another

POSTPONED SAFARI
If a CLIENT for reasons cannot fulfil his contractual obligation towards the partnership in any
other year he might choose to “sell” his safari dates with species booked to another hunter,
but first making a request for cancellation of safari and submitting the information of the
hunter which will be taking over the hunting safari.
Postponed safaris will be requited as the prices for the following hunting season will not be
the same as the previous hunting season. Any CLIENT which cancels his safari 180 days
prior to starting date will lose his deposit on the following where applicable:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Deposit on Dangerous or Scarce Species booked and paid
Deposit on Daily Rates paid
Deposits paid in respect to baiting
Licence fees paid
All trophy fees for animals allocated to CLIENT, as they cannot be resold to another
CLIENT

CONFIRMATION
The CLIENT’s booking is confirmed conditional to receipt of ALL payments stipulated by us
inclusive of the deposit on time. To secure the hunting dates a deposit of 50% of the Daily
Rate of everyone coming on safari is required.
ADVANCE BOOKINGS
Advance bookings can be made with us and securing those hunting days with a 50% deposit
of the Daily Rate for such a safari. The ROE (rate of exchange) in the year of making the
booking will apply, and will be adjusted prior to the pre-booked safari allowing for annual
increases and ROE in the specific year in which the Safari is undertaken. Advance booking
will also ensure the CLIENT of his quota of species he wishes to hunt, available to us each
year.
BALANCE PAYMENT
The balance payment of the Safaris inclusive of the daily rates needs to be paid 90 days prior
to starting date of safari.
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The trophy fees on animals allocated to and accepted by the CLIENT needs to be paid in full
on arrival and can be done through the exchange offices located at OR THAMBO
INTERNATIONAL Airport.
Additional safari costs can be paid on the last day, prior to departure again using the
exchange offices at OR THAMBO INTERNATIONAL Airport
CURRENCIES
All safaris are cost in ZAR (South African Rands) and the ROE used to quote the safaris in
USD. We therefore may have to adjust the safari cost where monies have not been paid due
to this. Our prices on the trophies are also based on the ruling ROE between the ZAR and
USD and as these change we reserve the right to amend the trophy fees.
ARRIVALS & DEPARTURES
Late arrivals and early departures will attract additional costs. Early departures will result in
the full safari daily rate paid to remain with Shingelani Safaris without a refund to the CLIENT.
HUNTING QUOTAS
At Shingelani Safaris we contract with a number of concession areas, growing our concession
every year. We therefore have access to a variety of species each with quotas in the various
hunting areas where we hunt.
No quota to a CLIENT can be allocated and confirmed without the CLIENT making payment
as stipulated in the BALANCE PAYMENT section. Once all payments have been made, we
will notify the CLIENT of his quota for acceptance of animals for his safari allocated to him
and thus being sold and not available to any other CLIENT.
The animals sold are taken off the annual quota for the specific hunting concession leaving
the balance available to be booked by other CLIENTS.
The quota allocated and confirmed to the CLIENT needs to be hunted as they have been paid
for, and no refund will be made if the CLIENT do not take his allocated quota for any reason
whatsoever, all costs inclusive of additional licence fees, baiting fees or hunting fees.
TROPHIES
We do not guarantee record book trophies, as hunting is a sport where preparation meets
opportunity and if that happens to be a record book trophy it will be. We however seek the
concession which produces quality trophies, and therefore would guarantee that our
concession do have record book quality trophies.
RULES & REGULATIONS
The CLIENT agrees to sign the following Agreements:



Indemnity against partnership
Use of any material generated during the safari for promotional purposes
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Hunters permissions for Professional Hunter to take down life-threatening animals if
needed and the associated costs to be for the Client’s account
All places in South Africa trade in ZAR and the CLIENT should ensure that he exchanges
enough for his Safari upon arrival for personal expenses. Your PH can advise you.
Hunting is conducted during South Africa’s winter months and care should be taken to
bring warm clothes for the evenings.
It is important for the CLIENT to at least familiarize himself with the species identification
of the species he wishes to hunt prior to arrival.
The CLIENT is responsible for exporting and importing of his rifle and we will assist in the
process where possible.
By contracting with Shingelani Safaris, the CLIENT and his party agree to have read,
understood and acknowledge the entire T&C of business.

SAFARIS OTHER THAN HUNTING
Every SAFARI we offer is customized to meet the Client’s specific needs and therefore would
be quoting against the Client’s planned itineraries. Accepting the quote in writing, we would
do a final costing of the accepted itineraries for submission to the CLIENT. 50% Deposit on
the approved itineraries with its associated costs is payable on acceptance. Once payment is
made, no changes to the itineraries will be accommodated, without charging for such
changes. Any changes within 90 days from the start of the Safari will not be accommodated.
The balance payment of the Safari is payable 90 days before commencement of the Safari.
Service providers have to be paid in advance and all reservations with service providers have
lead-times to ensure the availability of their facilities.
We offer travel, lodging and other touring services of various independent travel
organizations, and therefore abide by their T&C’s. Their T&C’s are subject to change without
notice and we agree to their T&C’s when using their services on behalf of our CLIENTS and
remains the responsibility of the CLIENT to settle the amount in full, over and above the full
cost of the Safari, should there be an increase in
If the CLIENT fails to make the initial or final payment (90 days) prior to the starting of the
Safari, whether the reservation was made in person or on his behalf, we reserve the right to
cancel the Client’s reservation. A cancellation fee will be levied against the deposit of 50% for
any non-recoverable expenditure to date of cancellation and deducted from the deposit paid.
Any cancellation request needs to be in writing and will be effective from date the cancellation
request is received.
a) Cancellation fees 2 weeks prior to commencement of Safari – 100%
b) Cancellation fees 4 weeks prior to commencement of Safari – 50%
c) Cancellation fees 6 weeks prior to commencement of Safari – 30%
d) Cancellation fees 8 weeks prior to commencement of Safari – 10%
A “NO-SHOW” of a CLIENT will result in “NO-REFUND”
A late arrival of the CLIENT is treated as a “NO-SHOW”
Banking Details when making payments for Safari:
Name of Account:
Shingelani Safaris
Banking Institution:
First National Bank
Account Number:
622 9471 0887
Swift Code:
Firnzajj
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